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ABSTRACT 
Recovering and reusing circuit energies that would otherwise be 
dissipated as heat can reduce the power dissipated by a VLSI 
chip. To accomplish this requires a power source that can 
efficiently inject and extract energy, and an efficient power 
delivery system to connect the power source to the circuit nodes. 
The additional circuitry and timing required to support this 
process can readily exceed the power-savings benefit. Clock-
powered logic is a circuit-level, energy-recovery approach that has 
been implemented in two generations of small-scale 
microprocessor experiments. The results have shown that it is 
possible and practical to extract useful amounts of power savings 
by leveraging the additional circuitry for other compatible 
purposes. The capabilities and limitations of clock-powered logic 
as a competitive low-power approach are presented and discussed 
in this paper. 
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Energy-recovery CMOS, clock-powered logic, adiabatic charging, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The energy dissipated to transport energy from one place to 
another is proportional to the speed of energy transport [1]. This 
observation led to research that started circa 1990 into the low-
power implications for CMOS VLSI. Since then a number of 
approaches have been proposed and carried forward to different 
stages of developments. Many names have been coined to 
describe the various approaches, but they all have shared the 
common principle that circuit energies inside a CMOS chip, 
which would otherwise be dissipated as heat, could instead be 
recovered and reused. In this paper I will generally refer to all of 
the approaches that use this idea in some form or another as 
energy-recovery CMOS (ER-CMOS). 

Few working prototypes have been demonstrated that 
operationally recover and reuse energy to reduce power. Fewer 

still have shown indications of competitiveness with other low-
power approaches when faced with solving the same design 
problem. In this paper I will argue that the practical benefit to ER-
CMOS is as a complementary approach for managing signal 
energies inside a CMOS VLSI chip through the judicious use of 
special driver circuits for the large on-chip capacitive loads. 
Specifically, ER-CMOS is advantageous for signals that require 
high fan-out. The most compelling examples are driving the 
enable lines and the bit lines for a write operation in a high-
density memory array. 
The organization of this paper is to first concisely define the ER-
CMOS advantage and then review the practical barriers that must 
be overcome to make an ER-CMOS scheme a competitive low-
power approach. This discussion will point out the need for 
efficient and minimally intrusive ways to introduce ER-CMOS 
into an otherwise conventional design. The paper concludes with 
a constructive plan for introducing clock-powered logic into a 
conventional design, first, as a means for reducing the power 
needed to drive the usual clock loads, and secondly as a unique 
way to reduce power dissipation for high-capacitance circuit 
nodes inside the chip. 

2. REVIEW 
In the simplest terms possible, the real-world benefit to ER-
CMOS is that it is possible to reduce the power dissipated to drive 
a signal without having to reduce the signal voltage swing. Since 
signal energy in CMOS varies as the square of the voltage 
amplitude, this perspective on the benefit supports the claim that 
ER-CMOS is an approach for managing signal energies. 
Applications which have the most to gain are those where the 
internal signal energies span a wide range. 

The question is then when is it necessary or advantageous to not 
reduce the voltage? There are some niche applications, such as 
VLSI pin drivers for legacy (3.3V and 5V) systems [2], and row 
and column drivers for LCD panels [3]. In these kinds of 
applications, the voltage levels are, by definition or by physics, 
“non-negotiable.” ER-CMOS has proven to be an effective 
approach for reducing power dissipation in these applications. An 
important observation though is that in the implementations for 
these applications only one stage of ER-CMOS circuitry, i.e., a 
signal driver, was used while the logic circuitry was implemented 
in conventional static CMOS. 
There have been a large number of logic styles proposed that have 
used some form of energy recovery to implement low-power 
digital logic functions. From a practical standpoint, it is 
mandatory to compare their speed and power performance to 
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those of the other more conventional means for reducing power, 
most notably reducing the supply voltage of fully-restored (full-
swing) static CMOS logic. This standard logic style is moderately 
high speed, has good noise immunity, and has good energy-
versus-delay scalability across a wide and useful operating 
frequency range. To compare supply-voltage-scaled CMOS (SVS-
CMOS) to ER-CMOS there are three key aspects to consider: 

1. Energy-versus-delay performance 
2. Power delivery 
3. Power generation 

At the lowest level of design in an ER-CMOS system, energy 
dissipation is proportional to (RONC/T) where RON  is the path on-
resistance starting from the power generator and through the 
power deliver system to the circuit node, C is the capacitive load 
of the circuit node, and T is the transport or transition time. The 
charging or discharging of a circuit node in this manner is called 
adiabatic charging. In bulk CMOS technology the small-signal 
source-to-drain on-resistance scales as 

L
VGS − VTH

,              (Eq. 1) 

where L is the channel length, VGS is the gate-to-source voltage, 
and VTH is the threshold voltage. From this equation and for 
constant transport time T, the benefit of ER-CMOS improves with 
increasing voltage swing (VGS) and decreasing feature size. Given 
fixed requirements for voltage swing, channel width, and transport 
time, the potential benefit increases with each channel-length 
reduction in the CMOS fabrication technology. This relationship 
between fabrication technology and energy performance is the 
reason why ER-CMOS has become an effective solution for the 
niche applications of VLSI pin drivers and row and column 
drivers for LCD panels. 
For the general case of digital logic, signal energies are a function 
of the voltage swing, which for fully-restored logic, equals the 
supply voltage. Reducing the supply voltage is a direct and simple 
method to decrease power with no added circuitry required of the 
logic. Furthermore, the energy-versus-delay tradeoffs are more 
attractive than ER-CMOS when the supply voltage and logic 
swing are well above VTH. In this regime, delay varies 
approximately linearly with voltage while signal energy, as 
always, varies as the square of the voltage. This is in contrast to 
the linear-versus-linear relationship in ER-CMOS. Given the 
choice of turning down the voltage or increasing the transition 
time, the better choice for this regime is to reduce the signal 
energies through supply voltage reduction. 

3. BEYOND VOLTAGE SCALING 
Threshold voltage plays a decisive role since as the gate-to-source 
voltage of the transistor approaches VTH, charge-carrier diffusion 
rather than drift dominates the charge (and energy) transport 
through the transistor channel. The practical implication is that 
delay then varies exponentially with voltage. The onset of this 
exponential delay can be staved off at the CMOS fabrication 
technology level by modifying the implant step that controls the 
threshold voltage. The cost of the threshold reduction is an 
exponential increase in sub-threshold conduction current. For 
supply-voltage-scaled CMOS (SVS-CMOS) it is possible to 
minimize power dissipation though by optimizing the choice of 

VTH. The optimum has been shown to be a function of the 
anticipated circuit activity factor and the number of cascaded 
logic stages (logic depth)  [4]. 
The exponential sensitivity to supply and threshold voltage in this 
regime suggests that the linear sensitivity of ER-CMOS could 
offer better energy-versus-delay performance. It is important to 
note though that on an absolute time scale, other sources of power 
loss, such as that due to leakage currents through reversed-biased 
p-n junctions may dominate the total dissipation at these 
extremely low-power and low-frequency operating levels. A 
careful device-physics-level analysis is warranted for this region 
of operation.  
Aside from the power issues due to leakage, there is the 
theoretical and practical limitation that the circuitry must be 
operated in a purely reversible fashion to sustain the linear 
energy-versus-delay tradeoff in this operating regime.  Pure 
reversibility can be done simply with retractile cascades [5] or 
with sophisticated reversible pipelines [6,7]. The limitations 
imposed by retractile cascades are that each logic stage requires 
its own power rail and nested power pulse and that the throughput 
is inversely proportional to the number of logic stages. 
Reversible pipelines on the other hand require only a fixed 
number of power rails and their timing is also fixed. However, 
typically more than ten power rails are required and the timing 
relationships between the power signals are complex. There is 
also the overhead that each logic function and its inverse must be 
implemented. 
The overhead for pure reversibility is high. There are two general 
strategies for reducing the overhead by eliminating the condition 
that all circuit nodes must be adiabatically charged.  The first 
strategy is to impose a “one-way-ness” into the current flow 
through the use of diodes, “diode-connected FETs,” or circuit 
structures that function as diode-connected FETs. In each case the 
net effect is to only partially recover charge from some nodes. The 
power dissipated in charging or discharging through a diode-type 
structure is I·VD, where VD  is the voltage drop of the diode. The 
magnitude of the unrecoverable, “marooned,” signal energy is 
(1/2)CVD

2, which limits the energy-versus-delay scalability. 
The other general approach is to mix conventionally powered 
circuit nodes with adiabatically charged ones. The principle here 
is that “all circuit nodes are not created equal.”  Large capacitance 
nodes are adiabatically charged while small capacitance nodes are 
conventionally powered from dc sources. Asymptotically, the 
energy dissipation of the conventionally powered nodes limits the 
degree to which energy dissipation can be reduced through 
adiabatic charging. 
There are also the efficiency issues of the power generation to be 
considered.  The power generator must first deliver the energy 
efficiently and then efficiently recover the energy. During each 
charge-discharge cycle the power generator must have a means to 
temporarily store the energy. Two approaches have been 
successfully reduced to practice: resonant charging and stepwise 
charging [8]. Resonant charging uses inductors or transmission 
lines to temporarily store the energy and stepwise charging uses 
banks of switched capacitors. In both approaches power FETs 
control the energy delivery and recovery process. The efficiency 
of the overall system depends on minimizing the losses through 
these components. In the case of resonant charging, the losses are 
due to the I2RON dissipation where RON is the on-resistance of the 
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power FETs that steer the current between the inductors and the 
capacitive loads. To a first approximation, the on-resistance is 
inversely proportional to the gate capacitance, CG. If the gates of 
the FETs are conventionally powered, then there is a tradeoff 
between the I2RON losses and the CGV2 gate losses. When the two 
source of dissipation are optimally balanced, the linear energy-
versus-delay scaling relationship for ER-CMOS becomes a 
square-root tradeoff, which further diminishes the practical benefit 
[9]. 
There are exceptions. First, it is possible to design power 
generators that can produce arbitrarily complex waveforms 
entirely from passive components, i.e., inductors, capacitors, and 
transmission-line components [10, 11]. Second, it is possible to 
use a resonant gate drive. This has been done in the case of the 
blip circuit, which generates two-almost non-overlapping resonant 
clock pulses [12]. The output of one clock-phase driver directly 
controls the pulldown power FET of the other clock-phase driver 
in a complementary fashion. Although there are some small 
losses, which are tediously difficult to account for, empirical 
laboratory measurements of operating blip circuits for different 
loads, voltages, and frequencies have shown that the energy-
versus-frequency scaling is close to linear. 
The power generator connects to the circuit loads through a power 
delivery system. The same is true for SVS-CMOS, but in the 
SVS-CMOS case the supply and ground rails remain at constant, 
dc potentials. Parasitic capacitances associated with the supply 
rails are beneficial because these capacitances reduce the 
impedance of the power supply. In contrast, the power delivery 
system of an ER-CMOS chip uses one more supply rails which 
repeatedly injects and extracts energy. Parasitic capacitances on 
these rails contribute to the total power dissipation since they are 
synchronously cycled with the circuit nodes.  
More importantly, in SVS-CMOS the energy on the supply rails is 
always present and there are no constraints on when the circuits 
operate. An ER-CMOS scheme places tight constraints on the 
timing since FETs may only be turned on or off when the 
potentials across the channels are nearly zero. There must be 
careful synchronization between the timing of the logic and the 
timing of the ac power.  
These problems are mitigated with stepwise charging, which is an 
alternative to resonant charging. Stepwise charging uses multiple 
dc power rails that are equally spaced between ground and the 
maximum voltage swing. Through charge sharing between the 
loads and the large tank capacitors attached to the dc rails, charge 
and energy are injected and extracted in a stepwise fashion. The 
energy-versus-delay scaling of an optimized stepwise charger 
varies as one over the cube-root of the transport time, which is 
much worse than resonant charging.   However, stepwise charging 
may be used in a modular, asynchronous fashion, and most 
importantly, it does not require inductors. For these reason 
stepwise chargers have been used in the applications of VLSI pin 
drivers and LCD panel drivers despite the theoretically inferior 
energy-versus-delay scalability. 

4. CLOCK-POWERED LOGIC (CPL) 
Energy-versus-delay scalability in SVS-CMOS is practically 
limited by VTH. However, except for the case of purely reversible 
logic, ER-CMOS approaches are also constrained by the same  
VTH  limit with higher overhead factors for other parts of the 

system. Unless and until the problems of efficiently implementing 
reversible logic in CMOS are solved, ER-CMOS approaches are 
subject to the same limitation. 

For a practical ER-CMOS solution to compete with SVS-CMOS, 
it must offer a sufficiently high power-savings benefit to offset the 
unavoidable overhead which is required to support the energy 
delivery and recovery process between the power generator and 
circuit nodes. Resonant charging is attractive in that it offers the 
highest efficiency, but it requires a system-level approach for 
integration into an otherwise conventional system. Stepwise 
charging can be introduced in a modular fashion, but the 
additional area and power required to operate the control circuitry 
precludes from using it at a level of fine-granularity inside a VLSI 
chip. 
The instances for which ER-CMOS has been successfully 
deployed on a significant scale inside a chip have been in the case 
of signal drivers.  
The basis for clock-powered logic is the combination of the 
highly-efficient blip circuit for resonant power generation, a two-
phase clock grid for power delivery, and the clocked buffer circuit 
[13] of Figure 1. The energy-recovery aspects to the operation of 
this circuit have been described in many places elsewhere [14]. 
The important point for ER-CMOS feasibility is that the 
bootstrapped transistor M2 provides the lowest on-resistance per 
unit gate area for the path from the power-delivery system to the 
output node. The tradeoff between the gate capacitance and the 
on-resistance in this situation is the same as that of the power 
generator, i.e., energy-versus-delay performance will vary as the 
square root of 1/T when the power dissipation is minimized by 
optimizing the size of transistor M2. 
The combination of the clocked buffer and the resonant two-phase 
clocking approach leads naturally to a style of ER-CMOS in 
which the clock signals serve as a source of ac power for the on-
chip circuit nodes. Since the clock powers these nodes, they are 
called clock-powered nodes. Note that the overhead of the clock-
pass transistor (M2), clamp device (M3), and inverter (I1) limits the 
granularity at which this circuit can be reasonably applied. Note 
also that the receiving logic must interface to a pulsed signal 
rather than a dc level.  
CPL has been implemented in two generations of small-scale 
prototype microprocessors. In the first generation, the resonant 
clocks ran “hot” in that the voltage swing for the clock rails was 
greater than that of the supply voltage [15]. The design rationale 
for this decision was to drive as many of the on-chip nodes as 
possible directly with the clock signals since the clocks were 

Figure 1. The clocked buffer as it is used for power-efficient 
energy injection and extraction (a) and its logic symbol (b). 
M1 is the isolation transistor, M2 is the bootstrapped clock-
pass transistor, and M3 is the clamp device. 
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intended to be a source of “cheap” energy. The logic was dynamic 
with nFETs used as precharge pull-up devices and also for pass 
gates. The amplitude of the clock signals was the supply voltage 
plus one threshold voltage (plus body effect) to fully restore the 
outputs when nFETs were used to drive signals high. The direct 
generation of the negative versions of the clock signals was not 
possible with the blip-circuit power generator. This was an 
important motivator for using nFETs for precharge transistors and 
pass gates. 
To put the overall results into context, assume a 90% efficiency in 
the power generator. This is equivalent to a ten-fold power in the 
clock circuit. However, realistically there is a 50% overhead in the 
added capacitance of the clock grid, and a 50% overhead in the 
clock swing. The latter may seem excessive, but is reasonable for 
a supply voltage of 4VTH and after the body effect has been taken 
into consideration. The power savings are then only a factor of 
three from the original factor of ten.  
An additional benefit of the hot clocks was that the circuits were 
smaller since less pFETs were needed. 
Figure 2 depicts the logic arrangement and timing. The major 
drawback to this style is that there is less than a single clock phase 
for the propagation of signals through the logic block CL. The 
input pulldown network does not start to switch until the voltage 
swing of the clock-powered pulse rises above VTH. The pass-gate 

latch on the output stops loading when the clock pulse ramps 
down to VTH . For the pass gate there is also the body effect to be 
considered which further shortens the usable logic propagation 
delay time per clock phase. To compensate, the supply voltage 
needs to be increased to make the logic run faster, which in turn 
requires the clock voltage to be increased. A further consideration 
is that the hot clocks can potentially cause long-term damage to 
the chip by exceeding the CMOS process specification for 
maximum allowable voltages across different junctions and 
oxides. 
Second-generation CPL [16] was designed to address these 
problems. It offers more compute time per clock cycle for the 
logic and also has provisions for decoupling the clock swing from 
the logic swing. Figure 3 depicts a representative circuit that 
highlights the improvements. There were no changes made to the 
clocked buffers, but the precharged receiver circuit of Figure 2 
was replaced with a static pulse-to-level converter circuit (called a 
jam latch). The dynamic latch of a pass-gate and inverter was 
replaced with an n-latch (also shown in Figure 4). The drawback 
is that the number of transistors required to convert and to latch a 
clock-powered signal increased from a minimum of seven to 
eighteen. The benefits are that the amount of signal-propagation 
time per clock cycle increased from less than one clock phase to 
nearly the entire clock period and the clock-signal voltage swings 
were completely decoupled from the supply-voltage amplitude. 
Consequently they could be optimized independently.  
Extensive H-SPICE simulations of the driver, input, and latch 
circuitry of Figure 3 indicated better scalability than a simple 
SVS-CMOS inverter for equal propagation delay [14]. Figure 4 
summarizes the result of the simulation experiments between 
SVS-CMOS and ER-CMOS driver/receiver pairs. In this 
simulation experiment, the supply voltage for the CMOS inverter 
was first reduced and the end-to-end delay was simulated. Since 
the input to the inverter had a 3.3V swing, this handicapped the 
pFET as the supply voltage was reduced. To compensate, an 
nFET was placed in parallel with the pFET and driven by the 
complement of the input. The simulation results for this 
modification are shown as the “Mod. Invertor” line and data 
points in the graph of Figure 4. 

Figure 3. Second generation clock-powered logic. “Jam” latches convert clock-powered pulses to levels and also perform 
voltage level conversion. n-latches allow the entire system to be clocked with low-swing clock signals. 
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Voltage scaling of the clock amplitude was also applied to the 
CPL driver/receiver pair of Figure 3, however, when energy-
versus-delay became sub-linear, the voltage swing was increased 
and the transport time was also increased. By applying both 
techniques to this “driver problem,” it was possible to extend the 
energy-versus-delay scalability to two orders of magnitude. One 
order of magnitude was due to the voltage scaling and the second 
was due to the energy recovery  (time scaling). 

5. ANALYSIS 
The second-generation CPL style was implemented in a 
commercial application in which the threshold voltages for the 
CMOS fabrication technology were relatively high (800mV and -
900mV) compared to the supply voltage requirement of 1.5V. 
Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the microprocessor and where 
clock-powered buses were used. Unlike first-generation CPL, we 
were not able to extensively use clocked buffers for recovering 
energy from the long lines driven by the controller because of the 
high circuitry overhead of the pulse-to-level converters. Many of 
those control lines were driven directly by conventional buffers. 

The main purpose of the circuitry shown in Figure 3 is to recover 
the energy associated with the line capacitance (CLINE). An 
alternative method that would have been appropriate for this one-
to-one type of connection would have been to use a small-swing 
differential driver and receiver pair. Furthermore, a CMOS VLSI 
process that supported transistors with high thresholds (low 
leakage) and low threshold (high speed) would have further 
improved the scalability for the SVS-CMOS inverter. 
These alternative techniques would have offered similar power 
savings for the operand busses between the Register File and the 
Function Units (see Figure 5), and between the Function Units 
and the Memory Access Unit. These techniques would not have 
required the overhead of the ac power delivery system or of the 
resonant clock generator. The timing constraints would have been 

similar, e.g., clocking the voltage-level converters on the receiver 
side to reduce short-circuit power. 
There was one important contributor to the power dissipation, 
however, for which the alternative techniques would not have 
been directly applicable which was in the write back into the 
Register File from the Memory Access Unit. This case is an 
example of a one-to-many (high fan-out) condition in which the 
receiver or input circuitry is to be minimized while the overhead 
of the driver becomes increasingly less important as the fan-out 
increases. The practical alternative would have been to write the 
register cells by using pulldown transistors as is done in the jam 
latch. This would have increased the area, delay and power of the 
register file for decoding and reading. 
For completeness there is also the third case of many-to-one (high 
fan-in) configurations. ER-CMOS is not a good choice since these 
situations require many drivers and a single receiver. The driver 
overhead in ER-CMOS is high because it must include circuitry 
for the energy-recover process, as well as connections to the 
power delivery system. Here it is better to use a simple driver, 
such a pulldown transistor on a precharged line, and then limit the 
swing on the line. A sense-amp can then be used to convert the 
signal from small swing to normal swing. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
High density in the register file is desirable but typically not a 
critical requirement in a microprocessor implementation. 
However, density is a first-order concern for memory arrays. 
Based on the results of the CPL microprocessor chips, low-power 
synchronous memory applications that have a high activity factor 
would be good candidates. It is highly desirable for density and 
speed performance reasons to make the memory cell as simple and 
small as possible. The major sources of dissipation at the array 
level are in driving the enable lines and the bit lines.  
As was the case with the microprocessor register files, clock-
powered signals can be used effectively to drive the enable lines 
for both read and writes operations because the enable lines must 
be driven full swing. Clock-powered signals can also be used to 
drive the bit lines for write operations. 
There is a technique to provide for a low-voltage swing during the 
write operation [17], but this technique will only work for 
memory cells which can fully restore the signal levels inside the 
memory cell. The technique will not work for dynamic memory 
cells.  

Figure 2. First-generation clock-powered logic.  Propagation 
delay through CL was limited to the clock-phase interval 
between the rising and falling edges of ϕ B . 

Figure 4. H-SPICE simulation results for end-to-end delay 
comparison between CPL driver/receiver and SVS-CMOS 
inverter. 
 

Figure 5.  Block diagram of the datapath for the 2nd-generation 
microprocessor showing the clock-powered data busses.   
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In conclusion, the best application for clock-powered logic now 
appears to be memory arrays for embedded or portable 
applications that have continuous streaming throughput 
requirements at very low power operating levels. Ironically, one 
of the original motivations for this research direction was 
reversible computing and the avoidance of the erasure of 
information. In the final analysis, the unique low-power advantage 
to these types of circuits may be their superior efficiency for 
carrying out the process of erasing information.  
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